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We of the field of contemporary craft art are currently becoming more self-confident. There is talk of a return to 
materiality, tactility, handmade and unique. The words are recharged as a quality description of the broad art and design 
field, and we breathe a sigh of relief that the era when the terms had to be associated with a smell of the past is over. 
After decades of industrialisation, commercialisation, anti-materialism and new technological tools, it is now not only 
legitimate but actually praiseworthy to have deep knowledge – and love – of a material. Clay matters. Skills matter. It is 
innovative to experiment with raw clay, it is cool to turn ceramic cups, and it is interesting to specialise in the formal 
issues of sculpture. Somewhat indignantly, we of the field of contemporary craft art notice that contemporary artists are 
adopting our terms and designers taking over our methods. Nevertheless, with ill-concealed pride, we rejoice that new 
light is shed on the qualities which are so deeply rooted within the field of craft art – finally! 
 
“Finally” – and what then? 
 
Let us first say, as we so often do, that contemporary craft art shares its landscape with design and contemporary art. 
Let us then suggest that design describes the process of creating an object or product in terms of form and function and 
the result of this process. Let us suggest that contemporary art denotes a project that is the artist`s individual expression 
of an idea or thought. In a triangular system of sorts, designers, craft artists and contemporary artists put different 
emphasis on the contents of function, aesthetics, context, concept and material. Finally, let us acknowledge that new 
technology has made a significant impact on humankind and society, including the arts. 
 
The word technology comes from Greek technología, composed of techne – meaning “art, skill, cunning of hand” – and  
logia – meaning “the study of”. 

Technological inventions, such as the printing press, telephone and the internet, have lessened physical 
barriers and distances and made it possible for humans to interact freely on a global scale. New technology and mass 
production have made a large quantity of functional objects available in a relatively short period of time and at lower 
costs. This has created new opportunities for the development of new design and made design products more 
accessible to a large group of (design-interested) consumers.  

The word techne is also perceived to be the origin of the concept of art as we understand it today, which both 
describes specific skills as well as the human capacity to reflect on and interpret a visual expression. In this 
technological era, contemporary art has lived through a period of new artistic directions, such as new media art, body 
art, anti-materialism, photo art, video art, performance art, digital art, street art, interactive art, social art and sound art. 
These have been important strategies which have been used to exploit or react to a new reality, and at the same time 
they have pushed the limits of the, occasionally, denigrated object-based works of art. 
 
Whatever the strategy, contemporary art and design are associated with something innovative. To achieve the goal of 
being innovative, it is easy to think that one must break with traditions rather than develop them. In this light, the material 
and craft-based practices have often been regarded as more conservative and rooted in convention and history. This is 
despite the fact that craft artists, such as British ceramicist Michael Eden, have obviously exploited the practical and 
artistic possibilities provided by new technologies. Eden defines himself as a maker, and insists that technological tools, 
such as 3D printing, are an essential development of craft knowledge.1 Trine Wester, associate professor at Oslo 
National Academy of the Arts who teaches digital form and fabrication, supports this: 
 
 

We have an obligation not only to preserve our long-standing craft tradition, but also to make sure that 
these traditions are kept alive through developing and adding new techniques and tools. 2  

 
 
Although Eden’s and Wester’s “hands-off approach” is a key contribution, craft art’s traditional “hands on approach” is 
still strong. Emphasis on something that is time-consuming and knowledge-based has made it challenging to connect to 

                                                
1 Michael Eden: The New Ways – Digital Craft Skills and the New Industrial Revolution. In Materiality Matters, Oslo: Norwegian Crafts, 2014.  
2 Trine Wester: Digital Craft – How do we create with digital technology? In Materiality Matters, Oslo: Norwegian Crafts, 2014.  



 

 

qualities like innovation and speed which typify global development and artistic expression. In this perspective, 
contemporary craft art is not associated with something particularly innovative. 
 
But these days it is. It is tempting to consider this new focus on materiality as a natural reaction to hectic developments. 
Technology is no longer necessarily associated with something revolutionary, because we have become accustomed to 
the idea that this is something which is constantly developing. We have acquired new technological knowledge in our 
everyday life, and acquired new tools for creating art. Not least, we have established an awareness and philosophical 
discussion about the negative consequences of these enormous developments: consumerism creates an environmental 
crisis, wireless networks create radiation dangers, people experience stress and time pressures, and burnout is a new 
common diagnosis. As a result, treatments like mindfulness and yoga are booming. We are concerned about local food 
and quality time. Our goal is to create calm, focus and concentration to take control of our mental and physical health.  

We have a new concern for endangered handicrafts. Personally, I bake my own bread and knit my own 
sweaters. I buy handmade ceramic cups and thoroughly enjoy my everyday rituals of choosing the right cup for my 
morning coffee, and another for my evening tea. It feels like a fundamental change in the consensus and definition of 
power, and I easily admit that I heartily welcome such a new paradigm. To me, it is only logical that craft art’s rock-solid 
quality criteria (materiality, tactility, handmade, unique) are again considered relevant. 
 
Still, this explanation is too simple. 
 
One of my mantras is to understand contemporary craft art’s own established and historical grounding as a central 
premise for contributing to progression. Therefore, returning to “finally”, I see a stronger verbalisation as an entirely 
different and more important aspect. In order to understand the complexity of craft art, it must be spoken and written 
about. I think that the emergence of art theory in the 1990s contributed to a huge misunderstanding of the craft art field. 
Since the establishment of theoretical verbalisation, one has associated language with an academic and philosophical 
framework of perception, and constructed an either/or relationship between language and artistic practice. How often do 
you hear artists say that “I do not like to talk about my work” or, “talking about works of art closes the many personal 
interpretations which a work of art should open”? 
 
It is not a question of either/or. Language is simply processing and refining. Anyone who has been to the psychologist 
knows how good it is to verbalise one’s feelings. Articulating a given problem enable us to concretise it, discuss different 
solutions, evaluate these against one another and choose the option that feels right. We have processed the problem 
and solved it. And we are a little bit wiser. This also applies to the discussion of craft art. Increasing the level of 
discussion increases the number of possible solutions, and the more we interpret, the wiser we become – and the more 
important contemporary craft art becomes. A wide vocabulary of craft disciplines is needed. Despite the fact that 
important writings are published by, for example, Glenn Adamson, Jorunn Veiteberg and Jessica Hemmings, the field 
needs texts that place the works of art within logical and relevant parameters. 
 
Another way to enhance the understanding of the craft is to develop how the works are exhibited. Since the 1990s (i.e. 
concurrent with the rise of art theory), the curator has played a significant role in contemporary art, whereas there is no 
similar development within the craft art field. The role is controversial, and a lot has been said and written about curating. 
Curating comes from Latin curare, which means to take care of. Today, the curator is considered as also being 
responsible for enhancing one’s understanding, for developing and for making new discoveries, often in close 
collaboration with the artists. Despite exhibitions such as The Power of Making at the Victoria and Albert Museum in 
20113 and Martino Gamper’s Design is a State of Mind at the Serpentine Sackler Gallery in 2014,4, there is untapped 
potential in developing curatorial concepts for contemporary craft art.  

Norwegian curator Marianne Zamecznic was this year’s curator of the graduate show, or rather graduate 
project, at Oslo National Academy of the Arts, called Avatar, and in the corresponding catalogue, Zamecznic discusses 
how craft-art institutions attempt to collect a complex field within a regime of one truth. She writes: 
 
 

 
As the title suggests, the strategy for this year’s graduate show is to accentuate the differences 
between students’ projects, instead of highlighting their similarities.  
 

                                                
3 http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/p/powerofmaking/ 

4 http://www.serpentinegalleries.org/exhibitions-events/martino-gamper-design-state-mind 



 

 

This is because, in my opinion, contemporary craft art/material-based art distinguishes between 
various taxonomies differently than other artistic fields, which follow more homogenous principles of 
modernist “purity”. The field of craft art comprises several different fields, defined by, among other 
things, materials, techniques and object categories, each with their separate principles of “purity” and 
each leading their own discourses.  
 
(...)  
One attempts to define something very complex within a unifying identity.5 

 
 
Trends come and go – and return, and the pendulum of current key trends has now swung to a seemingly revolutionary 
focus on materiality and skills. Bice Curiger (editor-in-chief of PARKETT and also renowned as the curator of the 2011 
Venice Biennale) mentions this in her text about Urs Fischer’s exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los 
Angeles: 
 
 

Fischer’s clay work, so present as a material in this exhibition, always makes us think of his recurring 
preoccupation with the earth.6 

 
 
 
But the peak of a wave does not last forever. How do we ensure a broad and strong platform for pottery, ceramic 
objects, figurines, sculptural and architectural works and research-based concepts? To ensure and further develop the 
scope for innovative and knowledge-based craft art, one must ensure diversity and freedom. These are clichés and 
politically correct terms, but steadfast values in art. The complexity of a wide craft-art field that Zamecznik mentions, can 
be illuminated and understood through verbalisation and curating. Renewed attention on materiality feels like a 
revolution and is an excellent starting point for the future of contemporary craft art.  
 
But most of all, it feels like a natural and necessary part of the evolution. 
 
 

                                                
5 Marianne Zamecznik - Avatarene kommer! In MA exhibition catalogue (translated), Oslo National Academy of the Arts, Visual Arts Department, 2014.   

6 Bice Curiger - The Imperfectionist. In Tate ETC, Issue 30, 2014. 


